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A version of the following essay was sent by NARTH mem
ber Cltristo11her Rosik to a web site tltat 111011itors news of tire 
Presbyterian Cllllrc/1-USA, a religious de110111inaticm which has 
for several years been debating the homosexual issue. 

Dr. Rosik poi11ts out that as lite "born that way" argu111enl 
recedes i11 importance, many lesbimzs (as well 
as a 111i11ority of gay 111ell) now attl'ibute their 
sexual identity to personal choice. But whal 
is the c/l/lrc/1 ta rio about /!tis? If sexual ide11-
tity is _t711-id, and if lw111osex11als agree that 
they are 11ot (at least i11 a certai11 proportion 
of cast's) "Imm 1/tnl way," !tow would the 
church distinguish between those ''created 
/w111osexual" by Gvd, and those w/10 si11rply 
chose to expand their sexual optio11s through a 
personal social-poli ticnl t!1·cisiv11? 

2000). For example, Whisman (1996) fow1d a higher per
centage of lesbians (31 %) than gay men (18%) who 
described their sexual orientation as being a conscious, 
dejjberate choice. Simj]arly, Rosenbluth (1997) found that 
58% of 90 lesbian couples reported choosing their current 
sexual orientation. 

This raises an i.nteresting question. If equal 
access to positions of religious leadership is 
predicated on homosexual orientation being 
aeated by God and not chosen, then what do 
we do with those (primarily) lesbians whose 
same-sex involvement is consciously chosen? 
To be consistent \.\'lth the premjse, these les
bians would need to be singled out for exclu
sion. 1f they are not, then the creation argu
ment is given the appearance of being disin
genuous. 

And wlwt al10ul bisexual clergy-should 
they be allowed to marry two people? Should 
trn11sgl'lltlcr clergy "rele/lrn//�" their co11difio11 
as par/ of "God's rni11l1ow of crealio11," or co11-
sider tlteil' co1iflict a defect? All of these q11es
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Of course, individuals who experience some 
same-sex attraction but remain committed to 
fidelity in heterosexual marriage or chastity in 
singleness may still be perfectly able to serve 

tio11s 11111st lie faced by lite church 11s it ponders lite blessing of gay 
relalio11s/1ips. 

Lately I have been reading many Letters containing pro
and co11 arguments for overturning the Presbyterian 
Church's ordination standard. That standard now lin1its 
positions of leadership to those who maintain fidelity in 
heterosexual marriage or chastity in singleness. 

Social and theological liberals tend to argue from biology 
and/ or theology that the biblical prohibition against homo
sexual conduct is antiquated. According to their argument, 
certain homosexual sexual behavior among religious lead
ers should be exempted from this exclusion. 

In response to this, J have offered some observations and 
related questions that l believe need to be answered by 
anyone who argues for such an exception to tl,e mstoric 
religious standard-i.e., that sexuaJ contact is reserved for 
heterosexual marriage. 

When Sexual Identity is a Choice

First, we should not treat gay men and lesbians as a mono
ljthic group. In fact, a good body of research provides a 
convincing rationale for differentiating between lesbians 
and gay men in terms of erotic plasticity (BatUneister, 
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in an ordained capacity. 

The Problem of Bisexuality 

How we treat bisexuality disdoses a great deal about the 
philosoprucal consistency of our position regarding homo
sexuality. Zinik (1985) defined the bisexual person as having: 

"the capacity for sexuaJ arousal by members of 
both sexes, sexual activity or sexual desire for sex
ual contact with both men and women, and self
identification as being bisexual." 

This defiiution remains fairly well accepted today. 

Much emphasis is placed by social liberals on affirming 
faithful (and, I assume, sexually monogamous) homosexu
al relationships, since it is assumed that God created the 
homosexual attraction. But bisexuality poses a serious 
challenge for adherents of this line of thinking, since bisex
uals are typically considered to have, by nature, sexual 
inclinations toward both sexes between which they can 
simultaneously choose. 

What would one do if a canrudate for ordination indicated 
that he or she was bisexual? Should they be required to 
limit themselves to faithful sexual activity with only one 
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